
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
COMMISSION 

Agenda 

December 2, 2019 
1001 11th Avenue 

City Council Chambers, City Center South 
4:00 p.m. 

I. Call to Order

II. Approval of Minutes

III. Public Input

IV. Public hearing to consider Certificate of Approval for storefront alterations

Case No.: HPDR2019-0018
Applicant: Aaron Wooten, on behalf of Lee Property Management, LLC
Location: 819-23 10th Street
Presenter: Elizabeth Kellums, Planner III – Historic Preservation

V. Chair/Vice-Chair Elections

VI. Commission Member Reports

VII. Staff Reports

VIII. Adjournment

UPCOMING MEETINGS AND IMPORTANT DATES: 

December 16, 2019 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. 

January 6, 2020 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. 1



January 20, 2020 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. 

Historic Preservation Public Hearing Procedure 

1. Chair introduce public hearing item
2. Historic Preservation Staff report
3. Applicant Presentation
4. Commission questions
5. Chair opens public hearing
6. Chair closes public hearing
7. Applicant rebuttal
8. Commission discussion and vote
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

Proceedings  

September 16, 2019 

1001 11th Avenue
City Council Chambers, City Center South 

4:00 p.m. 

I. Call to Order

Chair Scott called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. Commissioners Bator, McLean,
Thompson and DePetro were present (Commissioners Anschutz and Brunswig were absent.)

II. Approval of Minutes for the meeting held on August 19, 2019

Commissioner McLean moved to approve the minutes for August 19, 2019.  Commissioner
Thompson seconded the motion.  The motion carried 5-0 (Commissioners Anschutz and
Brunswig were absent.)

III. Public Input

Paulette Weaver, 1725 12th Avenue, addressed the Commission on behalf of Historic
Greeley, Inc. and invited Commission members to Historic Greeley, Inc. annual member
meeting open house on September 28, 2019 at Southard-Gillespie House (1103 9th Ave)
from 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Paul Richard, 1313 9th Avenue, addressed the Commission and presented a report of the
Monroe Historic District. Mr. Richards alerted the Historic Preservation Commission on the
condition of the Monroe Historic District.  Mr. Richards stated that the Monroe Historic
District has been promised maintenance, updates and new features by the City of Greeley
and the City of Greeley has yet to follow through.  Mr. Richards explained that guidelines
regarding trees and signs have not been followed. Mr. Richards requested that the
Commission evaluate the Monroe Historic District as it is being ignored.
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IV. Consideration of State Historic Preservation Income Tax Credit final approval for
1525 9th Street

Commissioner Scott introduced the agenda item, clarified that it is not a public hearing item,
and no one on the Commission expressed a conflict of interest.

Elizabeth Kellums entered the staff report into the record and provided staff analysis for the
1525 9th Avenue tax credit project. Ms. Kellums explained that the applicant submitted all
necessary documents for the tax credit and the tax credit review committee approved the
applicant’s request.

Commissioner Thompson made a motion to find that the State Historic Preservation Income
Tax Credit project, utilizing the 1990 credit, of Alex Alvarez for exterior rehabilitation and a
new boiler at the Johnston House, 1525 9th Avenue, a contributing property in the Greeley
Historic Register-designated Monroe Avenue Historic District, meets the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards and approve the application for a tax credit in the amount of $5,771.96.
Commissioner Bator seconded the motion.  The motion passed 5-0 (Commissioners
Anschutz and Brunswig were absent.)

V. Water Conservation and Landscaping Presentation by Ruth Quade

Ruth Quade from the City of Greeley Water and Sewer Department, presented on water
conservation and landscaping. The City of Greeley Water Department will be sending out an
accurate water budget in the Monroe District as the current water budget is very generous.
Ms. Quade educated the Commission on benefits of xeriscape landscape. Ms. Quade showed
examples of options for revamping the traditional sod landscape to help reduce water usage
and mentioned a plant data base to use as a resource for planning a xeriscape at
plantsforgreeley.com.

Commissioner Bator asked about good practice for a xeriscape garden in the fall and winter.
Ms. Quade explained that the process would be similar to a normal cleanup for a home
garden.

VI. Building Permit Fee Refund Policy Update

Ms. Kellums explained that a few minor changes need to be made to the policy the Historic
Preservation Commission adopted in 2010 guiding the use of the building permit fee refund
program.  Changes to the policy are mainly code references summarized in the memo on
attachment A.  Ms. Kellums mentioned she didn’t note the timing flow chart and pointed out
that although not accurate to current process timing, it doesn’t affect the policy guidelines.
Ms. Kellums recommended approval of the proposed changes to the guidelines.

Commissioner McLean made a motion to approve the proposed changes to the building
permit fee refund program guidelines.  Commissioner Thompson seconded the motion.
Motioned passed 5-0 (Commissioners Anschutz and Brunswig were absent.)
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VII. Commission Member Reports

Commissioner DePetro and Commissioner Bator mentioned they enjoyed interaction with
the community and other organizations at the Potato Day event.  The event sold out of 1600
potatoes.
Commissioner Bator mentioned that the High Plains History Festival is going on this week
at Centennial Village Museum.  Ms. Kellums will be volunteering at the event.

Commissioner McLean thanked everyone who attended the tour of Gunter Hall and the
President’s house at University of Northern Colorado last month.  Commissioner McLean
enjoyed leading the tour and mentioned a great turn out of more than 50 people in
attendance.

VIII. Staff Reports

Ms. Kellums informed the Commission of the High Plains History Festival that she will be
volunteering for this week.  Ms. Kellums mentioned that she went on a tour of JBS this past
Friday and commented on the tour.

Commissioner Scott was wondering what is going on at 601 10th Street with the remodel
currently happening at the building.

IX. Adjournment

The meeting adjourned at 4:39 p.m.

Sandra Scott, Chair 

 Betsy Kellums, Secretary 
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

Meeting at Meeker Home Museum 
September 24, 2019

4:00 p.m. 

Contact Becky Safrick to see why nothing has happened in regards to updating landscape at the Meeker 
Home. 

Alley Left of the Meeker Museum: 

 Turn in for busses
 Trees, shrubs, removed on North side of Meeker Home
 Gazebo that was promised?
 No Water Features?
 On East Side of Building-They were going to duplicate/replicate the original wall of the City of

Greeley
 Is homeless population in district an issue?  Loud speakers come on at night informing public to

leave property(Meeker Home)
 Parks Dept.: Edging the grass around Meeker Home

1312 9th Avenue- Bronze plaque deteriorating 

1308 9th Avenue- Sidewalk deteriorating, missing curbs on street 

1303 9th Avenue- Sidewalk deteriorating, missing curbs on street 

1214 9th Avenue- Mander Automotive has a projecting sign, was this permitted? 

Catholic Church has a large privacy fence-check to see if it meets guidelines of district 

Home on the corner of 11th St and 9th Ave Missing Curb 

Monroe District Sign missing on the 16th Street side of the district. 

Parking lot where the church took down the home.  No parking lot? No landscape? 

1210 9th Ave- Weeds in FSB 

1220 9th Avenue-Security Service Sign looks taller than the 6ft 
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1308 5th Avenue-Trash/tree limbs in FSB 

1427 9th Avenue-Brown/Dead Landscape in Easement, chairs in landscape/lawn, dish satellite not 
allowed 

1502 9th Avenue-Lack of Landscape/yard 

1405 9th Avenue- Van broken down, no plates, flat tire, trash/refuse 

Ideas for the district 

 Talks about pillar signs with solar lighting for the district.
 Color Concrete for Sidewalk?
 Addition of lightening?
 Strip down the sidewalk of paint in the district
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION SUMMARY 

ITEM: Certificate of Approval 

PROJECT: Storefront Alterations 

LOCATION: 819-23 10th Street 

APPLICANT: Aaron Wooten, on behalf of Lee Property Management LLC 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION HEARING DATE:   December 2, 2019 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION FUNCTION: 

Review the proposal for compliance with Chapter 18.36 of the City of Greeley Municipal Code 
Criteria and Standards for altering designated properties or contributing properties in an historic 
district, and approve or deny the request. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND: 
Proposed Project 
On October 25, 2019, applicant Aaron Wooten, submitted an application for a Certificate of 
Approval for storefront alterations at 819-23 10th Street to the Historic Preservation Office.  Staff 
determined the application was complete on November 4, 2019.  The applicant proposes to 
replace the existing storefronts with brick and stone storefronts with new glazing, two glazed 
garage doors, recessed entrances and removed the signs above the awnings and installing 
windows.  They also propose to remove the carpet-covered lintel below the sign band and install 
brick.  Staff reviewed and approved the proposed wall sign and awnings as a minor alteration in 
accordance with Chapter 18.36.050 and 18.36.150, sign guidelines and the Sign Code, Chapter 
18.54 of the Municipal Code.   

Staff reviewed the application and provided questions to the applicant that required attention 
before staff could complete review of the application.  Staff, the applicant, and contractor met to 
discuss the potential for restoring the existing storefronts and determined that the existing 
storefronts are a mix of historic and non-historic material and restoring them would require 
adequate photo or architectural documentation.  It would also require replacing broken or 
missing Vitrolite, which is no longer manufactured.  If able to replace the Vitrolite through the 
one remaining supplier in the United States, it would be cost prohibitive, making it an economic 
hardship.  It would also require there to be more Vitrolite available in the future if it was 
damaged, similar to damage sustained in the last few decades.  Based on the existing conditions, 
it appears that the storefronts have been altered from when they were first installed, likely during 
the time from the 1930s through the 1950s.  Please see the application and narrative for a 
Certificate of Approval (Attachment A), Architectural Drawing and Storefront mockup 
(Attachment B), Current Photos (Attachment C), Existing Site Map (Attachment D), 
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Architectural Inventory Form for 819-23 10th Street (Attachment E), and Preservation Brief #12 
Preservation of Historic Pigmented Structural Glass (Attachment F). 

Existing Conditions  
The three existing storefronts are a mix of historic and non-historic materials and design.  The 
storefronts have been modified and a significant amount of the Vitrolite kickplates are damaged 
or missing. Tile and concrete have been used to replace some of the Vitrolite.  Signs are covering 
where there were historically windows above the awnings, and a carpet covered lintel bisects the 
transom windows and the sign bands. 

Background 
The Historic Preservation Commission designated the Downtown Historic District on the 
Greeley Historic Register in November 2002 and the building with storefronts at 819-823 10th 
Street is a contributing building in the historic district. It also contributes to the National Register 
Greeley Downtown Historic District, designated in July 2008.  

Building History 
This building, erected in 1918 by J.K. Thompson, has always been divided into three storefronts 
addressed 819, 821, and 823 10th Street.  During 1922 through 1926 a printer and dry cleaners 
were listed at this address.  During the period 1928 through at least 1970 Weiss Jewelry occupied 
the 819 storefront.  Fred Weiss opened Weiss Jewelers in Greeley in 1915.  By 1970 his son, 
Howard, owned the business.  Jonesy’s Café, a clothing store, and a variety store occupied the 
middle space (821) during those years.  Kimbrel Music Co., a flower shop, and a variety store 
were housed in 823 during that period. 

The 1918 Sanborn map shows a 1 ½-story dwelling on this lot.  A building permit for the current 
building was issued in 1918, and it is shown on the 1927 map.  Between 1946 and 1968 a small 
vault was added to the rear of the east storefront. 

Significance: This building is associated with the development of downtown Greeley in the 
1920s and has housed a variety of businesses, including a jewelry store for many years.  The 
building retains features reflecting commercial construction of the early twentieth century, 
including a cornice of molded brick, brick panels, and brick piers with stone trim. 

Source: Downtown Greeley Survey Architectural Inventory Form for 819-23 10th Street 
completed by Front Range Research Associates, 2001. 

Architectural Description 
This one-story, rectangular, brick commercial building is an example of Late 19th and early 20th 
Century Commercial style architecture and has three storefronts on the façade.  The façade 
features a cornice of molded/corbelled brick and brick inset panels centered over each storefront.  
There is a black band of carpeted material above the signs, which cover the original location of 
the transom windows.  The storefront on the east end has an off-center inset entrance, display 
windows with colored panels covering the area below the windows, and a base clad with black 
structural glass.  The wall at the east end of the storefront is angled inward.  The center storefront 
has an inset center entrance with metal frame glazed door with transom.  There are plate glass 
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display windows with black structural glass panels, black painted concrete and missing panels 
below the windows.  There is a roller awning above the windows.  The east wall is angled 
inward.  The west storefront has an off-center inset entrance with a metal frame glazed door 
toward the west end.  A roller awning shelters the storefront.  The plate glass display windows 
are angled in toward the entrance and there are colored panels under the windows and a band of 
black structural glass panels, with missing panels and interior tile used to replace glass panels 
that were damaged/lost.  The rear of the building is brick and has three entrances with altered 
transoms and small windows.  There is a low enclosed projection at the rear of the east 
storefront. 

SITE DATA: 
Legal Description: GR5025 L19 BLK64 EXC N91’L19, City of 

Greeley, County of Weld, State of Colorado 

Neighborhood: Downtown 

Designation: Downtown Greeley Historic District (Greeley 
Historic Register), contributing; Greeley 
Downtown National Register Historic District, 
contributing 

Year Property Built: 1918 (source: building permit at Greeley History 
Museum) 

Architectural Style/Type: Early Twentieth Century Commercial 

Zoning: C-H (Commercial – High Intensity)

Dates of Significant Renovations: Historic Preservation Certificate of Approval for 
Minor Alteration – installation of rigid awning 
across the storefront; Applicant: Nolan’s Jewelry; 
Approved Date: 7/14/2008. 

Sign Permit for Nolan’s Jewelry; Owner: Nolan’s 
Jewelry; Contractor: Greeley Sign Co; Permit 
#8700?3, Date: 6/25/1987; Final: 9/18/1987. 

Certificate of Occupancy Approval for occupant: 
Nolan’s Jewelry Diamond Gold and Silver 
Exchange; Owner: Dick Nolan; Date: 8/31/1981. 

Electrical Permit to Upgrade wiring; Owner: Davis 
Agency; Contractor: Burch Electric Co; Permit 
#810181; Date: 8/21/1981. 
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Certificate of Occupancy for Pavlines Sportswear; 
Owner: Anita Kohler; Date: 4/24/1975. 

Source for above information: Building Permit File 
for 819 10th Street. 

Memo from Chief Building Official regarding walk-
through opening created between 821 and 823 10th 
Street; Date: 11/2/2015; due to increased occupancy 
load of the shared space, required install fire 
sprinkler system or infill the walk-through opening 
to re-create two separate spaces. 

Sign permit for projecting sign for Café Panache; 
contractor: Smith Sign Studio; Permit #12050173; 
Date: 5/21/2012. 

Sign permit for wall sign for Café Panache: 
contractor: Evolution Signs; Permit #11110182; 
Date: 11/21/2011. 

Certificate of Occupancy for 821 10th Street: Café 
Panache; Permit #11050231; Date: 5/25/2011. 

Certificate of Occupancy: The Knuckle Sandwich; 
Permit #09090014; Date: 9/18/2009. 

Historic Preservation Certificate of Approval for 
Minor Alteration – installation of rigid awning 
across the storefront; Applicant: Little Hong Kong; 
Approved Date: 7/14/2008. 

Certificate of Occupancy Approval: Little Hong 
Kong Deli; Owner: Yin Lee; Permit #06020003; 
Date: 6/15/2006. 

Permit to create the deli; Owner and Contractor: Yu 
Lee; Permit #06020003; Date: 2/1/2006. 

Certificate of Occupancy for Little Hong Kong; 
Owner: Yu Kwan Lee; Permit #840596; Date: 
7/5/1984. 

Permit to remodel restaurant; Owner: Yu Kwan 
Lee; Electrical Contractor: Goetzel; Plumbing 
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contractor: Peterson; Permit #840596; Final Date: 
7/5/1984. 

Certificate of Occupancy Approval: Aladdins Café; 
Lessee: Abdulmutaleb Ghuma; Date: 5/26/1982. 

Several wiring and plumbing permits from the 
1970s and 80s are included in the file. 

Permit to Install 4’ paneling wainscot on walls and 
install fire-rated suspended ceiling; Owner 
(Manager): Henry Freauff; Contractor: Everitt 
Lumber Co; Permit #700476; Date: 10/21/1970. 

Source for above information: Building Permit File 
for 821 9th Street. 

Memo from Chief Building Official regarding walk-
through opening created between 821 and 823 10th 
Street; Date: 11/2/2015; due to increased occupancy 
load of the shared space, required install fire 
sprinkler system or infill the walk-through opening 
to re-create two separate spaces. 

Sign Permit for Cranford Cove Tea Tavern; 
Property Owner: Lee Property Management; 
Contractor: Fast Signs; Permit #14050380; Date: 
5/19/2014. 

Historic Preservation Commission Certificate of 
Approval for wall sign for Cranford Cove Tea 
Tavern; Applicant Aaron Wooten; Date: 5/12/2014. 

Tenant Finish for 823 10th Street; Lessee: Aaron 
Wooten; Contractor: Aaron Wooten; Electrical 
Contractor: R & T Electric; Mechanical Contractor: 
McCreery & Son; Plumbing Contractor: Plumber 
from Down Under; Permit #13090543; Date: 2013. 

Certificate of Occupancy Approval: Cranford Cove 
Tea Tavern; Permit #13090543; Date: 11/26/2013. 

Certificate of Occupancy Approval: Tattooed Trash 
Street Wear; Permit #12080333; Date: 8/21/2012. 
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 Historic Preservation Certificate of Approval for 
Minor Alteration: installation of new rigid awning 
across the storefront; applicant: Josh Mullins; Date: 
7/15/2008. 

 
 Certificate of Occupancy Approval for Lil Baller 

Bikes & Trikes (sales & service); Date: 6/19/2007. 
 
 Certificate of Occupancy Approval for Chinese 

Monthly (newspaper); Date: 4/2/1992. 
 
 Install furnace; Owner Todd Holding Co/Kimbrel 

Music; Contractor: A-1 Heating and Air Cond 
Service; Permit #M90111; Date of application: 
4/9/1990; never finaled. 

 
Source for above information: Building Permit File 
for 823 10th Street. 

  
 
KEY ISSUES AND ANALYSIS: 
The proposed work is evaluated according to the relevant criteria and standards for review of 
Certificate of Alteration applications, defined in Section 18.36.150, as follows in the staff 
analysis.   
 
City of Greeley Code, Section 18.36.150(a) 

(a) Criteria and standards for alterations to a designated property or a property in a 
historic district are as follows: 

1. The effect of the alteration or construction upon the general historical or architectural 
character of the designated property. 
 
2. The architectural style, arrangement, texture and materials of existing and proposed 
construction, and their relationship to the other buildings. 
 
3. The effects of the proposed work in creating, changing or destroying the exterior 
architectural features and details of the structure upon which the work shall be done.  
 
4. The compatibility of accessory structures and fences with the main structure on the site 
and with adjoining structures. 
 
5. The effect of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and 
use of the landmark or landmark district. 
 
6. Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s current Standards for the 
Rehabilitation of Historic Properties as defined in Section 18.36.030 of this Chapter. 
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7. If the property is a non-contributing property in a historic district, then alterations will
be in accordance with the district designation plan as recommended by the Commission
and approved by City Council.

8. Other requirements for alterations of a designated property or contributing property in
a district as are required by the procedures and bylaws established by the Commission.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
Standard #1: A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that 
requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial 
relationships. 

Standard #2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.  The 
removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships 
that characterize a property will be avoided. 

Standard #3: Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and 
use.  Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken. 

Standard #4: Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right will be retained and preserved. 

Standard #5: Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or 
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

Standard #6: Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced.  Where 
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature 
will match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.  Replacement 
of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. 

Standard #7: Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using 
the gentlest means possible.  Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not 
be used. 

Standard #8: Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.  If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

Standard #9: New additions, exterior alterations or related new construction will not 
destroy historic materials, features and spatial relationships that characterize the 
property.  The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with 
the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the 
integrity of the property and its environment. 
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Standard #10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be 
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and 
integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

Applicable Guidelines from the Historic Preservation Design Review Guidelines for 
Downtown Greeley  
6. Storefronts
Storefronts are the first floor architectural element of historic commercial buildings.
They have a standard design and can be made of cast metal or wood and extend across
the entire building façade.  A storefront is the height of the first floor, usually about
fifteen feet.  The entry is usually recessed, and frequently at the center of the storefront.
Large glass windows provide for the display of goods, and allow light to the rear of the
narrow deep buildings.  The display windows have a base known as a kick plate that is
usually 18 inches to 24 inches high.  There is frequently a band of glazed windows above
the display windows, known as a transom, that also helps to illuminate the interior.  The
sign band stretches across the top of the storefront, and an awning is usually mounted
just below the sign band.

Storefronts are one of the most important visual characteristics of historic downtowns.  
The storefronts of many of Greeley’s downtown buildings have been altered, and the 
storefronts are not as visually important today.  Maintaining the elements of a storefront 
that still exist and re-establishing the elements that have been altered will be important to 
enhancing the historic character of the downtown, and can greatly improve its pedestrian 
environment.  The most important aspects to protect or re-establish are the typical 
storefront height and the transparent band of display windows across the façade. 

Other downtown building types do not have storefronts. 

A. Preserve all remaining elements of historic storefronts.

B. The rehabilitation of storefronts that have been altered is encouraged.  Historic
photographs of the downtown may provide documentation for a restoration.  Without
such documentation, re-establishing of the basic storefront elements in a simplified
design would be most appropriate.

C. The design and construction of storefronts is light and airy in character.  Cast metal
was used for important buildings, but most frequently they were constructed of wood.
The use of brick or stone will generally only be appropriate if there is evidence that
this was the material used for the original storefront.

D. Metal used in storefronts should be finished, not left shiny.

E. Awnings at the storefront can add interest and color to the building, and can be a
good location for a business sign.  Awnings should be made of durable fabric, rather
than metal or plastic.  The triangular form, rather than round, is most appropriate.
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Awnings should hang from below the sign band of the storefronts, or from a similar 
location if the storefront has been altered.  Flat awnings are generally not 
appropriate for downtown Greeley, but were sometimes used on buildings from the 
1920s and 1930s, and could be considered for a building of that time period. 

8. Windows and Doors
Windows and doors in historic downtowns are important in two ways.  First, their
arrangement creates a visual pattern, and second, their individual design and material is
characteristic of historic buildings.  In commercial buildings, windows are located at the
second floor, regularly spaced across the façade, are generously sized to allow light into
the deep, narrow buildings, are vertical in orientation and double-hung in type, and are
most often of wood sash and frame.  Many of the window openings and windows have
been changed in downtown Greeley commercial buildings, and the historic visual
patterns have been altered.  The window patterns of other downtown building types are
more varied, but the individual window units are similar, and important to the historic
character of the building.

Doors are located at entries to ground floor commercial spaces, often centered and also 
located to one side.  They are also located at ground floor entries to second floor spaces.  
Original doors were typically of wood frame with large glass area.  The location and 
design of doors in other downtown building types are also more varied, but are located at 
entries that are emphasized by architectural design, and are important aspects of the 
historic character of these buildings. 

A. Preserve all original window and door openings.  Openings should not be closed up,
made smaller or enlarged.

B. Preserve all original windows and doors.  Repair deteriorated jambs, sashes, glazing
and frames.

C. If original windows and doors are too deteriorated, match the original size, type and
design with contemporary products.  Use of the same material used for the original
windows and doors will be most appropriate for replacements.

D. Consider interior treatments to increase thermal efficiency and or security, rather
than replacing original windows and doors.

E. Restoring original window and door openings, replacing inappropriate windows and
doors with appropriate ones, and repairing original windows and doors will have a
significant impact on the historic character of downtown Greeley and should be
encouraged in any proposed project.

9. Building Materials
Brick is the predominant material used for all building types in downtown Greeley, which
is typical of historic western downtowns.  Tan brick is more common in Greeley than the
typical western red brick.  The combination of tan, mixed reddish and red brick of the
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downtown commercial buildings creates a varied streetscape.  The detailing of cornices 
and ornamentation of building walls is most frequently done in brick relief patterns. 

While other civic buildings, both historic and contemporary, use stone for detailing, the 
basic structures are of brick.  The Weld County Courthouse is clad with stone, and is 
unique in its use of this material.  Residential buildings are detailed with both stone and 
wood, but their basic structures are generally of brick.  Most agricultural/industrial 
buildings are constructed of brick, although some metal structures remain in use. 

The unit size of historic brick masonry, along with the thickness and detailing of the joint 
are important characteristics.  Contemporary masonry units are larger in size and are 
laid with thicker joints, which creates a very different appearance.   

Some historic architectural details are of metal, such as pressed metal cornices.  Window 
and door openings are frequently detailed with stone heads and sills.  Terra cotta is used 
on several buildings but is not common.  Wood is used for storefronts, and for windows 
and doors.  Some brick buildings have been painted, and many have been covered with 
more recent modernizations.   

An important aspect of downtown Greeley is the modest character of many of its 
buildings.  More elaborate ornamentation and expensive materials are reserved for 
buildings of significant purpose. 

A. Preserve original building materials when altering historic buildings.

B. Carefully match historic materials when altering historic buildings.

C. Using simplified designs and historic construction techniques will help make modern
alterations of historic buildings fit the historic character of downtown Greeley.

D. Stone, wood and metal were not common historic building materials in Greeley, and
should be used sparingly on downtown buildings.

F. Wood will generally be inappropriate as the predominant material for downtown
buildings, and should be limited to storefront framing, and windows and doors.  An
exception to this is detailing of historic residential buildings.  Wood should be
finished with paint or opaque stain.

Staff Analysis:  
The proposed storefront alterations comply with the applicable criteria and standards for the 
following reasons: 

The existing storefronts were likely installed between the early 1930s through the mid-1950s, 
when structural glass, including Vitrolite brand, was used.  The panels below the storefront 
windows consist primarily of Vitrolite, but because some of the Vitrolite panels have been 
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damaged and lost in some places, other materials have replaced it, including interior tile and 
concrete.  Several places do not have replacement material where the Vitrolite has been lost and 
adhesive remains.  Approximately one-third of the panels remain intact, while the remainder is 
damaged, cracked, bullet holes, or missing altogether.  While Vitrolite is a significant material, it 
is no longer available except from one provider who has a limited amount of salvaged Vitrolite.  
Replacement Vitrolite is extremely expensive in material and labor, and substitute materials are 
expensive and potentially subject to fading or discoloration.  The applicant’s contractor has 
indicated that in addition to the missing Vitrolite and substitute materials on the kickplates, 
framing of the windows indicates that the storefronts have been altered since installed between 
the 1930s and 50s.  The historic photo documentation shows the black and white kickplates but 
close up inspection is too blurry to clearly see the storefront framing or exact configuration.  The 
existing storefronts are not structurally sound, according to the applicant’s contractor, although 
the bones of the building are good.  In order to retain the storefronts, the contractor indicated 
they would have to deconstruct them and rebuild them with new framing and find a substitute 
material for the Vitrolite.  The storefronts would not be historic.  Based on the photos, the 
Vitrolite has been replaced and reconfigured and the angles of the storefronts appear to have 
been altered since they were installed.  It is unclear how much of the existing storefronts are 
historic beyond the Vitrolite.  For these reasons, the existing storefronts  

The proposed project would have a neutral effect on the historical and architectural integrity of 
the building.  The removal of the existing storefronts would remove some historic fabric and 
some non-historic fabric, but the restoration of the historic fabric would not be possible without 
significant expense of replacement Vitrolite that matches the historic material.  Because of 
inadequate supply and it is no longer manufactured, restoration of the facades is not possible.  
The proposed project would include restoring transom windows where there are currently non-
historic signs, which would improve the integrity of the building.  The proposed installation of 
non-historic brick kickplates and glass and glazed garage doors would have a neutral effect on 
the building.  The proposed project would be compatible with the buildings on the block, as 
several of them have historic brick storefronts and some have non-historic brick storefronts.  The 
proposed restoration of the glass transom would improve the integrity of the building.  The 
proposed storefronts would have a positive impact on the protection, enhancement, perpetuation 
and use of the building because the existing storefronts are not structurally sound and are 
deteriorating and the new storefronts would be compatible with the area and would be 
structurally sound.   

The main character-defining features of the building include the corbelled brick cornice, the inset 
brick sign bands over each storefront and the transom across the storefronts.  The existing 
storefronts with recessed entrances and Vitrolite are also character-defining features, however 
the Vitrolite is mostly in poor condition or missing and a significant amount of substitute 
materials have been used, adversely affecting this feature.  The proposed project would retain the 
cornice and sign bands and restore the transom.  It would also retain the recessed nature of the 
entrances.  For these reasons, the proposed project would meet Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standard #2.  The project would not be adding conjectural features and therefore meets Standard 
#3.  Since the existing storefronts are a mix of historic and non-historic materials, and the 
historic material is extremely difficult to match and replace, if not impossible, replacement of 
these storefronts meets Standards 4, 5, and 6.  The proposed project would retain the main 
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historic features of the cornice, sign bands and restore the transom.  The proposed storefronts 
would be compatible with the building and surrounding buildings.  If removed in the future, the 
cornice, sign bands and transom would be preserved, as well as the openings for the three 
individual storefronts. 
 
The proposed storefronts and transom windows meet the downtown design guidelines for 
storefronts in preserving the original features.  The proposed project would restore transom 
windows and would preserve the historic cornice and sign bands.  The existing windows and 
doors are not historic and modifications have been made to the storefronts from when the 
Vitrolite was first installed.  The proposed use of brick and stone storefronts would be 
compatible with the district and would be a simplified design with modern glazed garage 
windows to clearly differentiate the new storefronts from the historic materials. 
 
In summary, for these reasons, the proposed storefront alterations and restoration of the transoms 
would have a neutral effect on the building and downtown.  The proposed project complies with 
the criteria and standards in Section 18.36.150(a) of the Greeley Municipal Code, and the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, as well as the Downtown Design Review 
Guidelines. 
 
18.36.150 (a) Criteria and Standards Addressed: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 (Secretary’s Standards #2, 3, 4, 5, 
9, 10), and 8 (Downtown Design Guidelines for Storefronts, Windows and Doors and Building 
Materials) 
 
 
NOTICE: 
Section 18.36.080 of the Greeley Municipal Code requires the City provide written notice, via 
first class mail, at their last known address of record of the time, place and date of the hearing, to 
be mailed no less than 7 days prior to the hearing.  It requires notice to be posted at the property 
no less than 7 days prior to the public hearing.  Notification requirements may be waived 
administratively with signed approval by the property owner and COA applicant.  A notification 
letter was sent to the applicant and owner on November 18, 2019.  A sign was posted at the site 
on Thursday, November 21, 2019. 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Approval. 
 
 
RECOMMENDED MOTION: 
A motion that, based on the application received and the preceding analysis, the Commission 
finds that the proposal to alter the storefronts at 819 10th Street meets criteria and standards in 
Section 18.36.150(a) of the Greeley Municipal Code, and therefore approves the Certificate of 
Approval, contingent upon the applicant obtaining all required permits for the project. 
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ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment A – Application & Narrative for Certificate of Approval  
Attachment B – Architectural Drawing and Storefront Mockup 
Attachment C – Current Photos 
Attachment D – Existing Site Map 
Attachment E – Architectural Inventory Form for 819-23 10th Street 
Attachment F – Preservation Brief #12 – Preservation of Historic Pigmented Structural Glass 
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Certi�icate of Approval Major Alterations 
Greeley Historic Register Page 7 

MAJOR ALTERATIONS CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST 

Include all pertinent information identified on the following page(s), as well as special information requested by 
Historic Preservation Staff.  Add additional sheets for narrative/information as necessary.  Additional copies may be 
requested by Staff, if required for use by persons or groups providing advisory assistance.  Submit this application 
and all required attachments through the City of Greeley website project module of eTRAKiT: 

http://greeleygov.com/services/etrakit 

The need for additional documents, as listed below, will be determined in a consultation with Historic Preservation 
Staff and may include: 

ALTERATIONS 

 Pre-application Conference (in person or phone) (not required) __________________ 
Date 

 Application Form signed by applicant and owner (if different) 

 For projects involving architectural drawings, one set 11”x17” (and larger if requested) scaled project 
drawing(s), including name, date, project address, north arrow, graphic scale, date of drawings, and 
name, address & phone of owner and designer (if drawings are needed); or 

 Mock-Up of signs or awnings, as needed 

 Product literature, if applicable, such as for window, roof projects, etc. 

 If the proposal is for replacement of historic material, such as windows or siding, provide estimates from 
qualified contractors for repair and restoration and for replacement. 

 Digital photos accurately representing existing materials, colors, and textures of each side of the 
building, site or structure to be affected.  Date the photographs.  Provide information about the view 
(such as view looking to the north), name of the photographer and about the subject of the photo. 

 Narrative of the proposed project (please type or print legibly on a separate page) Please include 
responses to the following: 

a. What is the proposed project?  Include detailed information about materials, design, measurements,
location on the building or property.

b. Time constraints on the project/Project urgency?

See attachment.

10/23/19

Build to suit.
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a. What is the proposed project? Include detailed information about materials, design,
measurements, location on the building or property.

The purpose of this project is to consolidate and remodel Cranford’s Tea Tavern after expanding/merging 
this unit with the two adjacent units in the same building. The new venue will encompass all three unit 
addresses, 819, 821 and 823 10th St. The scope of the project includes an interior remodel, storefront 
remodels for all three spaces, and the addition of a new sign for the venue. 

Please refer to drawings submitted for mockups and dimensions. 

The design is intended to preserve the majority of the historic main brick streetwall and entablature of the 
building, with the requested project scope below: 

- Remodel the area within the individual unit storefronts, replacing existing bulkheads, doorways
and windows with new kickplates, new display and transom windows with anodized dark bronze finish
aluminum trim, and new recessed doorways (offset from the property line to code) with anodized dark
bronze aluminum and glass. As indicated in drawings, some windows will be replaced by segmented
roll-up windows which offer indoor-outdoor passthrough during warm months.
- In the 819 unit, remodel storefront to an “aquarium tank” storefront to comply with guidelines to
preserve a glazed streetscape look. This will enclose a set-back red brick veneer feature wall, which will
be interspersed with glass brick to allow decorative backlighting via low-intensity LED to show through.
The recessed door to 819 will also use rain glass (aka ”Niagra”) in the door itself to subtly set it apart
from the regular cafe entrances in 821 and 823.
- Restore the historic transom lights on the streetwall, which are currently painted/covered for use
as a sign band, to their original use housing glass windows. The transom windows will use ¼” tempered
rain glass to match the remodel style and tie the locations visually, withstand weather, and offer practical
light diffusion and UV absorption qualities. In the case of 819, architectural materials block the interior
side of the transom. Here, rain glass can work as an infill panel without sacrificing the glazed streetscape
appearance or using a different material than the other two lights.
- Add a sign spanning units 821 and 823 that meets code sign allowance restrictions (75 sq ft), and
reflects the planned use of those units as the main cafe/restaurant. The sign will be mounted using short
standoffs to avoid altering the original brick, but the design will intentionally avoid extending the sign far
enough from the wall to be considered a projecting wall sign. The sign will be constructed of an HDU
backer with aluminum letters, housing warm tone (approx 3000-3400 Kelvin) LED backlighting. The
light will not flash or animate.
- Add a small, unlighted metal-lettered address sign to the 819 unit that meets the overall venue’s
address sign allowance (5 sq ft), to allow customers to identify the entrance to Cranford’s semi-private
meeting space and catering kitchen there. The address sign will be surface flush-mounted to the window
using purpose-made hardware and/or adhesive mounts.
- Remove a strip of indoor/outdoor carpeting currently covering the wooden storefront
header/lintel, likely installed by a previous tenant as an expedient repair without regard to construction
practices. The exposed beam will be covered and protected with brick veneer to match the overall
streetwall’s finish.
- Replace aged/non-functional retractable awnings installed by previous tenants at the header of
the three storefront openings with new awnings in the same locations.

The remodel is intended to balance a contemporary style with materials compatible with the look of the 
building and streetscape as a whole, while avoiding materials overly similar to the historic facade that 
could make the remodel seem original to the building. 
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In the case of the unit in 819 10th, the storefront concerned has been subject to partial demolition by 
neglect due to the loss and/or distressing of its pigmented structural glass panel cladding, and 
deterioration of portions of the framing and glazing. In particular, the Vitrolite material used has been 
extinct in manufacturing since the 1950s. The remodel will remedy the rundown appearance of this unit. 

b. Time constraints on the project/Project urgency?  

To enable construction, the main business currently operating in the 823 10th St unit will be shut down 
on November 19 to enable remodeling of parts of the interior, the kitchen and the storefront. At this 
point, the tea tavern business will no longer generate revenue until remodeling is completed. 

c. Identify which design guidelines relate to the project. Explain how the proposed project meets 
the guidelines. Provide justification if the proposed project does not meet the guidelines.  

The proposed project complies with the guidelines for existing downtown buildings. The project will not 
alter the building height, setback, roof form/parapet, overall areas of horizontal banding, or 
facade/storefront height and widths. Proposed materials are designed to provide a contemporary look 
while remaining compatible with historic materials and guideline intent. 

- Standoff posts will be used to mount the new store sign, preserving the original elements of the historic 
brick facade and cornice to the maximum degree possible. The addition of this sign will allow the 
original transom lights that were remodeled at some point as a signband to be restored to glass. Framing 
for the storefronts will be wood construction or, in the case of window and door frames, aluminum. 
(§5(C),5(D), 6(A), 6(B), 6(C), 8(A), 9(A), 10(A), 10(C)) 

- The original transom light framing hardware and glass is badly deteriorated after being painted over and 
not maintained. They will be restored to glass openings with contemporary products matching the size 
and design of the original windows. (§8(C), 8(E), 10(C)) 

- The height of new kickplates in remodeled storefronts will be a close match to existing kickplates. 
(§5(C),6(D)) 

- All three locations will retain glass windows across the storefront band closely matching the existing 
proportion to other materials, preserving the historic pattern of the facade. (§4(A), 4(B), 6(A)) 

- Brick columns, transoms, and the cornice framing the storefronts will not be altered. (§10(A)) 

- Metals used for the storefront (including the segmented roll-up windows, door frames and other trim) 
will be finished with bronze anodized aluminum, not left shiny. (§6(D)) 

- The replaced awnings will be new fabric and of a triangular design. (§6(E)) 

- Removing the indoor/outdoor carpet over the header/lintel timber and covering it with brick veneers 
will better protect the structure and return it to a more original look. The polyester-based indoor/outdoor 
carpet could not have been an original historic material as it did not arrive on the market until 1965 and 
has never been intended for use as an exterior wall cladding material. Without photo evidence to the 
contrary, the only other material likely to have covered this space would have been an attached sign 
spanning all three spaces, which would no longer be legal under current sign code. Adding a veneer 
matching the rest of the facade as closely as possible is likely the simplest design meeting guideline 
intent. (§5(D), 9(B), 9(C), 10(C)) 
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From: Ken Lustig
To: Betsy Kellums; aaron@elevatedeateries.com
Subject: Re: alteration applications
Date: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 3:18:23 PM
Attachments: Cranfords Remodel and Signage v3.pdf

Hi Elizabeth,
In answer to your questions:

1) Will the windows be as depicted in the architectural drawing and what material will they be?  The
architectural drawing shows three long narrow horizontal windows, one over each awning.  Is that what you
are planning?

The windows, aka transom lights, are currently painted over as a signband. The signs are actually painted on
the existing glass (this is what led me to believe this would be a minor alteration rather than a major one).
The window sections over each storefront are now framed into three evenly sized panels with aluminum
frames. Given the frames haven't been maintained in any way for some time, we are simply planning to
refresh the windows with new anodized aluminum frames with the same dimensions as the existing ones
with new glass panes. Since there will be architectural elements framed behind the panels as we discussed,
we are planning to use rain glass rather than optically clear glazing for the replacement panes.

2) PDF: One has two number 8s in the text description and no #11 in the text.

I uploaded a new version of this to both applications with attachments. eTRAKiT does not
give me the option to remove attachments but I have marked the correct one as "Corrected"
and the filename ends with v3 for clarity. I attached it to this email as well just in case. Sorry
for any confusion created by the earlier revision being attached.

3) The architectural drawing shows a white lintel where the carpet covered lintel is and doesn’t show it as
brick, but from what I understand, you are planning to brick that in.

We are planning to apply a flat brick veneer in the space shown on the architectural drawing as a white
space, now covered with astroturf. We intend to match the veneer color to the existing brick unless you
have an objection to that color.

On Wed, Nov 20, 2019 at 8:46 AM Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@greeleygov.com> wrote:

Please see below as soon as possible.  The hearing is scheduled for December 2nd, but I need this
information to provide to the Commission in advance.  We might have to continue it to another
meeting if I don’t have the information.
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Remodel storefronts
 Install new store sign - store sign allowance is 75 sq ft (based on 50’ frontage); new sign measures 2.5’ x 30’, meeting code requirements
 Install new address sign - address sign allowance is 5 sq ft; new sign used to distinguish address of right-most meeting/dining room space
 Install segmented glass roll-up windows (will be similar to those installed at Patrick’s and Mad Cow on 8th Ave)
 Flagstone or similar stacked stone masonry
 Brick masonry - the right-most unit is being updated as a private dining room/catering/meeting space; �nish will help distinguish this space
  as being separate from the other two entrances which serve the main cafe/tavern
 LED/brick feature wall - this partition will combine brick veneer and glass brick backlit by LED to provide a low intensity light feature
 Glazed storefront - to avoid a bricked-over appearance, we’ll enclose the LED brick feature in an aquarium-style glazed storefront
 Doors - new bronzed aluminum doors on all three entrances will be installed, set back/inset by approx 42” behind property line to meet code
 Mismatched/non-functional awnings installed by previous owners will be replaced by matching, new retractable awnings
Materials restoration
 Glass restoration - the three original glass transom lights were painted over and use as a sign band; will be returned to glass �nish
 Veneer - the main storefront header was previously exposed, then clad with indoor/outdoor carpet - will re�nish to match the ext brick facade
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Night


Sign Dimensions
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Existing Frontage Existing Frontage


Proposed Frontage - Day Proposed Frontage - Night







Email-COG

Elizabeth Kellums

Planner III – Historic Preservation

Community Develoment |Planning

1100 10th Street

Greeley, CO 80631

970-350-9222 | betsy.kellums@greeleygov.com

http://greeleygov.com/

From: Betsy Kellums 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2019 3:04 PM
To: 'Ken Lustig' <ken.lustig@acmeconstruction.org>
Subject: alteration applications

Hi Ken,

I see the three HPDR projects for the sign, awnings and transom lights.  I will use the application
and narrative from the storefront project for the other projects and I’m going to combine the sign
and awning – they don’t need to be separate; and the transom windows need to be part of the
storefront, since windows are a major alteration (even though you are putting windows where
there were windows originally).  Will the windows be as depicted in the architectural drawing and
what material will they be?  The architectural drawing shows three long narrow horizontal
windows, one over each awning.  Is that what you are planning?
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Can you please go into eTRAKiT and look at the attachments that are uploaded into the
HDPR2019-0018 for the storefronts and view the two versions of the summary of changes.  One
has two number 8s in the text description and no #11 in the text.  The other version shows a
different configuration for the west storefront 823 than we discussed today.  Please indicate which
version is the correct version (I assume it is the one matching the architectural drawing) and
delete the one you do not want to use.  Also, the architectural drawing shows a white lintel where
the carpet covered lintel is and doesn’t show it as brick, but from what I understand, you are
planning to brick that in.  Is that correct? 

Thank you.

Email-COG

Elizabeth Kellums

Planner III – Historic Preservation

Community Develoment |Planning

1100 10th Street

Greeley, CO 80631

970-350-9222 | betsy.kellums@greeleygov.com

http://greeleygov.com/

From: Ken Lustig <ken.lustig@acmeconstruction.org> 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2019 1:04 PM
To: Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@Greeleygov.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Nolan's
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Hi Elizabeth,

Well, we are actually pretty full up on our schedule for this afternoon, with a meeting
around 2 and our crew coming in after that. Would anytime next week work for you?

Also, I managed to push the reviews for the sign, the awnings and the transom lights to you
via ETrakt. I just included the drawing you already have, but let me know if you need more
than that.

Thank you!

- Ken

On Fri, Nov 15, 2019 at 12:06 PM Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@greeleygov.com>
wrote:

Can I come meet with you on-site this afternoon?

Email-COG

Elizabeth Kellums

Planner III – Historic Preservation

Community Develoment |Planning

1100 10th Street

Greeley, CO 80631

970-350-9222 | betsy.kellums@greeleygov.com

http://greeleygov.com/
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From: Ken Lustig <ken.lustig@acmeconstruction.org> 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2019 12:04 PM
To: Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@Greeleygov.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Nolan's

Hi Elizabeth,

I just wanted to quickly correct one of the points I made earlier. The framing underneath
the storefront in 819 is actually on 16 centers not on 23 as I recall. I would still need to
demo to replace materials as before, however. The glass is just as wobbly as we
remembered.

Sorry for the misrecollection. There are just so many aspects of this structure that are out
of code.

- Ken

CAUTION: This email is from an external source. Ensure you trust this sender before
clicking on any links or attachments.

CAUTION: This email is from an external source. Ensure you trust this sender before
clicking on any links or attachments.
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A -  9 3/4”

Storefront
Opening
9’ 11”

= 1 Foot

B - 28 3/8” C - 28 1/2”

Streetwall Edge & Property Line

Storefront Opening - 13’ 9”

D - 28 5/8”

E - 24”

819 10th St Greeley, CO 80631 

F

G

H

I J

Interior

Dimensions
Mirrored

STOREFRONT ARRANGMENT DETAIL SECTION

FLATTENED FRONT ELEVATION DETAIL SECTION

A - Vitrolite cladding on brick piers dividing storefronts
B-E - Vitrolite cladding on 36” H bulkhead segments with aluminum framed glazing overhead

Damaged/Missing Panel Dimensions
1 - 9 3/4” W x 29 3/4” H
2 - 14 3/8” W x 8 3/4” H
3 - 14 7/8” W x 8 7/8” H
4 - 28 3/8” W x 27” H
5 - 10” W x 30” H
6 - 10” W x 29 5/8” H
7 -  14 3/8” W x  8 3/4” H

A B C D E F G H I J

Doorw
ay om

itted for clarity

Note: Numbers indicate damaged or missing panels

1

2 3

4

5

6

7
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A -  10 1/2”

B - 51 3/4” 

C - 40 1/4”

D

E
F

Dimensions
Mirrored

Interior

Streetwall Edge & Property Line

Storefront Opening - 13’ 9”

A - Vitrolite cladding on brick piers dividing storefronts
B-E - Vitrolite cladding on 29” H bulkhead segments with aluminum framed glazing overhead

STOREFRONT ARRANGMENT DETAIL SECTION

FLATTENED FRONT ELEVATION DETAIL SECTION

Storefront
Opening
9’ 11”

A B C D E F

Doorw
ay om

itted for clarity

Note: Numbers indicate damaged or missing panels

1

2

821 10th St Greeley, CO 80631 

= 1 Foot

Damaged/Missing Panel Dimensions
1 - 10 1/2” W x 23” H
2 - 10 1/2” W x 22” H
3 - 51 3/4” W x 28 7/8” H*
4 - 20” W x 28 3/4” H (x 2)
5 - 52” W x 29” H*
6 - 10 1/2” W x 23” H
7 - 10 1/2” W x 22” H
* Cut width-wise into two panels

43 5

6

7

Miter Join Miter Join
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A -  10” B - 28”

C - 

G - 10” 

F - 

E - 

D - 

Streetwall Edge & Property Line

Storefront Opening - 13’ 9”

A, G - Vitrolite cladding on brick piers dividing storefronts
B-F - Vitrolite cladding on 29” H bulkhead segments with aluminum framed glazing overhead

A

Note: Numbers indicate damaged or missing panels

B C GFED

Doorw
ay om

itted for clarity

2

8765431

= 1 Foot

Damaged/Missing Panel Dimensions
1 - 10” W x 9” H 
2 - 27 1/2” W x 19 7/8” H
3 - 27 1/2” W x 9” H*
4 - 24 5/8” W x 9” H
5 - 23 3/4” W x 9” H
6 - 22” W x 9” H
7 - 22” W x 9” H
8 - 27 3/8” W x 9 H
* Cut width-wise into two panels

STOREFRONT ARRANGMENT DETAIL SECTION

FLATTENED FRONT ELEVATION DETAIL SECTION

Storefront
Opening
9’ 11”

823 10th St Greeley, CO 80631 
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OAHP 1403 
Rev. 9198 

 

Official Eligibility Determination 
(OAHP Use Only) 

 

  

Date 	Initials 

  

 

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY 

 

Determined Eligibile-NR 

Determined Not Eligible-NR 

Determined Eligibile-SR 

Determined Not Eligible-SR 

Need Data 

Contributes to Eligibile NR District 

Noncontributing to Eligibile NR District 

   

 

Architectural Inventory Form 
Page 1 of 3 

 

  

  

   

   

   

I. IDENTIFICATION 
1. Resource Number: 5WL4167 	 Parcel Number: 096105328032 

2. Temporary Resource Number: 05 	 SHF Grant Number: 2001-G1-010 

3. County: Weld 

4. City: Greeley 

5. Historic Building Name: Weiss Jewelers 

6. Current Building Name: Nolan's Jewelry/Chinese Monthly Corp./Kimbrel Music 

7. Building Address: 819-23 10TH ST 

8. Owner Name and Address: LEE YU KWAN & MIU KUEN C/O JOHN C TODD, 2313 17TH ST, GREELEY, CO 
80631 

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
9. P.M. 6th 	 Township 5N 	 Range 	65W 

1/4 	1/4 	SE 1/4 	SW 1/4 	of Section 5 
10. UTM Reference 

Zone 13 	Easting 526172 	Northing 4474521 

11. USGS Quad Name: Greeley, Colo. 

Year: 1950, PR1980 	Map Scale: 	7.5' 	Attach photo copy of appropriate map section 

12. Lot (s): 19 (exc. N91') 	 Block(s): 64 

Addition: Greeley Original Townsite 	 Year of Addition: 1870 

13. Boundary Description and Justification: 

Boundary includes the building and the urban parcel on which it is situated. 

III. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

14. Building Plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular 

15. Dimensions in Feet: Length 82 	 X Width 51 

16. Stories: 	1 

17. Primary External Wall Material(s) (enter no more than two): 

Glass 	 Brick 

18. Roof Configuration (enter no more than one): 

Flat Roof 

19. Primary External Roof Material (enter no more than one): Asphalt 

20. Special Features (enter all that apply): 

21. General Architectural Description: 

One-story, rectangular, brick commercial building with three storefronts on façade. Building has flat roof and cornice 
of molded brick. Brick panel above each storefront, as well as band of black material above storefronts. Each 
storefront has a signband enframed by brick piers with stone caps. The storefront on the east end has an off-center 
inset entrance, display windows with colored panels covering the area below the windows, and a base clad with 
black structural glass. The wall at the east end of the storefront is angled inward. The center storefront has an inset 
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center entrance with metal frame glazed door with transom. There are plate glass display windows with black 
structural glass panels below the windows. There is a roller awning above the windows. The east wall is angled 
inward. The west storefront has an off-center inset entrance with a metal frame glazed door toward the west end. A 
roller awning shelters the storefront. The plate glass display windows are angled in toward the entrance and there 
are colored panels under the windows and a band of black structural glass panels. The rear of the building is brick 
and has three entrances with altered transoms and small windows. There is a low enclosed projection at the rear of 
the east storefront. 

22. Architectural Style/Building Type: Late 19th and Early 20th Century American Movements/Commercial Style 

23. Landscaping or Special Setting Features: 

None 

24. Associated Buildings, Features, or Objects: 

None 

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY 

25. Date of Construction: Estimate 	 Actual 1918 

Source of Information: Building permit 

26. Architect: Unknown 

Source of Information: 

27. Builder/Contractor: Unknown 
Source of Information: 

28. Original Owner: J.K. Thompson 

Source of Information: Building permit 

29. Construction History (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): 
The 1918 Sanborn map shows a 1 1/2-story dwelling on this lot. A building permit for the current building was issued 
in 1918, and it is shown on the 1927 map. Between 1946 and 1968 a small vault was added to the rear of the east 
storefront. 

30. Original Location: Yes 	 Date of Moves: 

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS 

31. Original Use(s): 	Commerce and Trade/Business 

32. Intermediate Use(s) 

33. Current Use(s): 	Commerce and Trade/Business 

34. Site Type(s): Commercial building 

35. Historical Background: 

This building, erected in 1918 by J.K. Thompson, has always been divided into three storefronts addressed 819, 
821, and 823 10th Street. During 1922 through 1926 a printery and dry cleaners were listed at this address. During 
the period 1928 through at least 1970 Weiss Jewelry occupied the 819 storefront. Fred Weiss opened Weiss 
Jewelers in Greeley in 1915. By 1970 his son, Howard, owned the business. Jonesy's Café, a clothing store, and a 
variety store occupied the middle space (821) during those years. Kimbrel Music Co., a flower shop, and a variety 
store were housed in 823 during that period. 

36. Sources of Information: 

Weld County Assessor records; Sanborn maps, 1886-1968; Greeley City Directories, 1903-1970; Greeley Tribune 
Centennial Edition, 3 April 1970, 27; City of Greeley Museums, Scrapbook 20, page 2, and Building Permits. 

VI. SIGNIFICANCE 
37. Local Landmark Designation: No 	 Date of Designation: 

Designating Authority: 

38. Applicable National Register Criteria: 
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A. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history; 

B. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; 

C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or that possesses high 
artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction, or 

S. 	Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to history or prehistory. 

Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (See Manual), 

X 	Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria. 

39. Area(s) of Significance: 

40. Period of Significance: 
41. Level of Significance: 
42. Statement of Significance: 

This building is associated with the development of downtown Greeley in the 1920s and has housed a variety of 
businesses, including a jewelry store for many years. The building retains features reflecting commercial 
construction of the early twentieth century, including a cornice of molded brick, brick panels, and brick piers with 
stone trim. 

43. Assessment of Historic Physical Integrity Related to Significance: 
The building has good historic integrity and maintains much of its original design. 

VII NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

44. National Register Field Eligibility Assessment: Not Eligible 
45. Is there National Register district potential? Discuss. No 

Due to a loss of historic integrity through alterations, loss of key buildings, and new construction, there is no 
cohesive collection of historic buildings which would contribute to a potential historic district. 
If there is NRHP district potential, indicate contributing status: N/A 

46. If the building is in an existing NRHP district, indicate contributing status: N/A 

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION 
47. Photographic Reference(s): 1: 34, 2: 5. 

Negatives Filed At: City of Greeley 	 Photographer: Roger Whitacre 
48. Report Title: Downtown Greeley Historic Buildings Survey, 2001 

49. Date(s): April 2001 	 50. Recorder(s): R.L. Simmons/T.H. Simmons 
51. Organization: Front Range Research Associates, Inc. 
52. Address: 3635W. 46th Ave., Denver, Colorado 80211 	53. Phone Number(s): (303) 477-7597 

NOTE Please attach a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating the resource's location, and photographs. 

Colorado Historical Society-Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation 
1300 Broadway, Denver, Colorado 80203 (303) 866-3395 
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Downtown Greeley Historic Buldings Survey 
USGS Location Map 

Resource Number: 	5WL4167 
Temporary Number: 	05 

ADDRESS: 	819-23 10TH ST 

Extract of U.S. Geological Survey, "Gree ey, Colo.," 7.5 minute topographic map 
(Reston, Virginia: U.S. Geological Survey, 1950, PR1980). Black dot denotes 
approximate location of resource. 
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12 PRESERVATION 
BRIEFS 

The Preservation of 
Historic Pigmented 
Structural Glass 
(Vitrolite and Carrara Glass) 

u.s. Department of the Interior, National Park Service 
Rocky Mountain Regional Office, Cultural Resources Division 

The dramatic growth and popularization of the early 20th 
century Art Deco, Streamline, and Moderne architectural 
styles were fueled, in part, by technological advances in the 
building materials industry. New products, such as 
stainless steel and plastics, enlarged the realm of 
architectural design. The more traditional materials, on the 
other hand, quickly developed fresh , innovative forms and 
uses. For example, the architectural glass industry became 
especially creative, introducing a series of new glass 
products known as structural glass. Used predominately 
for wall surfacing, these now familiar products included 
glass building blocks, reinforced plate glass, and pigmented 
structural glass. Pigmented structural glass, popularly 
known under such trade names as Carrara Glass, Sani 
Onyx (or Rox), and Vitrolite, revolutionized the business 
and rapidly became a favorite building material of the 
period's architects and designers. 

The versatility of pigmented structural glass contributed 
to its popularity. Not only could the material be applied to 
both the exterior and interior, the glass could be 
sculptured, cut, laminated, curved, colored, textured, and 
illuminated. Often applied directly over existing 
architecture to remodel older buildings- as well as in new 
construction-a veneer of pigmented structural glass had 
the ability to define a building'S architectural character as 
new and up-to-date. Pigmented structural glass also 
complemented the period's silvery metal accents and 
affinity for slick, shiny surfaces. A successful application of 
a structural glass veneer often resulted in a streamlined 
look characteristic of the Art Moderne architectural style. 

As tastes changed and production costs rose, however, 
pigmented structural glass fell into disfavor and disuse by 
mid-20th century. With today's rekindled interest in the 
Art Deco, Art Moderne, and Streamline styles the 
preservation and replacement of pigmented structural glass 
have now become an integral part of many rehabilitation 
projects, particularly in relation to commercial storefronts. 
This brief, then, was developed in order to address some of 
the major deterioration problems associated with 
pigmented structural glass and to recommend methods for 
maintaining, repairing, and-if necessary-replacing 
damaged or missing pieces of pigmented structural glass. 

--ooa 

Early Manufacture and Use of Pigmented 
Structural Glass 
Although pigmented structural glass enjoyed widespread 
popularity from the beginning of the Great Depression to 
the outbreak of World War II, its origins can be traced to 
the turn of the century. In 1900, the Marietta 
Manufacturing Company claimed to be the first producer 
of pigmented structural glass, rolling the first sheet of a 
"substitute for marble," Sani Onyx. Penn-American Plate 
Glass Company quickly joined its ranks, manufacturing 
white and black Carrara Glass around 1906. Penn
American Plate Glass no doubt selected the name 
"Carrara" for the white glass's close resemblance to the 
white marble of the Carrara quarries of Italy. Shortly 
thereafter, Libby-Owens-Ford Glass began production of 
their own version called Vitrolite. 

Initially, Sani Onyx was produced for such utilitarian 
purposes as refrigerator linings. Manufacturers perceived 
the glass as a practical, easily cleaned, and sanitary 
product. Its uses, however, expanded rapidly. By the 
second decade of the 20th century, consumers viewed 
pigmented structural glass as an inexpensive substitute for 
marble counter tops, table tops, wainscoting, and restroom 
partitions. The first large-scale interior architectural 
application of pigmented structural glass was in the 
Woolworth Building (1912-1913) when Architect Cass 
Gilbert sheathed the restrooms with Carrara Glass. Later 
in the decade, the decorative possibilities of the glass 
received even more attention. 

As the century progressed, architects began to substitute 
pigmented structural glass for traditional building 
materials in new construction. Large expanses of 
architectural detailing such as sleek door surrounds, 
polished interior lobbies, and striking commercial 
storefronts became expected and familiar features within 
new, expanding downtown business districts in the 1920s 
and 1930s (see fig. 1). 

In addition, designers quickly found pigmented 
structural glass to be an increasingly popular modernizing 
material for older and out-of-date buildings. As a result. 
storefronts became a favorite subject for "modernization." 
New Deal programs, including low-rate insured Federal 
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Fig. I. The Club Moderne. Anaconda. Montana. reflects the exceptional 
historic detailing associated with pigmented structural glass- polished
mirror finish. rounded corners. and horizontal polychrome bands. Photo: 
Jet Lowe. Historic American Engineering Record. 

Housing Administration loans in combination with a 
"Modernize Main Street" competition sponsored by the 
Architectural Record and Libby-Owens-Ford Glass, 
stimulated the remodeling fervor. By 1940, pigmented 
structural glass veneers had become synonymous with the 
"modern look." The numerous pigmented structural glass 
storefronts surviving today are testimony to the popularity 
of these remodelings. 

The winners of the 1935 "Modernize Main Street" 
competition illustrated what many considered good 
contemporary design. The judges of the competition, 
including Albert Kahn, William Lescaze, and John Root, 
awarded architects who incorporated "simplicity," 
"economy," "unbroken horizontal lines," "expressed 
function," and "pure colors contrasting light and shadow" 
in their designs. Simplicity of design often translated into 
curvilinear recessed entries which protected consumers 
from inclement weather-eliminating cumbersome canvas 
or metal awnings-and providing additional display 
window space (see fig. 2). The first and second stories of 
many 19th century storefronts had disappeared by 1940, 
hidden behind simple, yet striking, modern pigmented 
structural glass veneers. 

Although the glass was originally produced only in 
white, the range of colors from which architects could 
choose soon included black, beige, and ivory. By the 
1930s, more exotic colors such as tropic green, forest 
green, robin blue, suntan, and jade were offered by the 
principal manufacturers in addition to the stock colors of 
gray, yellow, and tan. Agate or marbleized treatments in 
fanciful imitation of the "real" materials were also 
available. The back surface was occasionally silvered to 
give a rich mirror finish (see fig. 3). Most of these colors 
and finishes were available in standard thicknesses from 
11/32 inch to 1-1/4 inches. The glass's smooth exterior 
was obtained either by fire polishing during the normal 
glass fabrication process or by mechanical polishing when 
a high mirror finish was desired. In both cases, the 
smooth, slick, reflective surface made the material intensely 

2 

Fig. 2. The extensive use of rich. black Vitrolite in this design impressed 
the judges of the 1935 "Modernize Main Street" competition. and the 
architects were awarded first prize. Courtesy. The Architectural Record. 

popular with architects or designers who sought the 
"modern look." 

Although focusing on exterior applications, architects 
also utilized pigmented structural glass for interior spaces 
(see fig. 4), replacing the porous and more expensive 
marble and offering a highly polished, uniform visual 
appearance in keeping with design trends of the 1920s and 
1930s. Other uses of the material included small, high-style 
installations in hotels, office lobbies, bars, and lounges (see 
figs. 5 and 6). 

Fig. 3. The Russell Stover Candies. Nashville. Tennessee. shows the 
company's historic use of deep. mirrored violet pigmented structural glass 
storefronts . Photo: Douglas A. Yorke. Jr .• AlA. 
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Fig. 4. White pigmented structural glass was used in this remodeling of the 
U.S. Custom House. Denver. Colorado . Photo: Gregory D. Kendrick . 

Historic Material and Installation Specifications 
Early 20th century advertisers often promoted pigmented 
structural glass as a new panacea of the building materials 
industry. Their claims were not without substance. Unlike 
masonry units such as terra cotta, pigmented structural 
glass would not warp, swell, or craze. Nor was the glass 
highly susceptible to staining, fading, or burning. Like 
most glass products, it was impervious to moisture and 
could be easily maintained and usually cleaned with a 
damp cloth. Adaptable to a wide range of uses , the glass 
could be colored and textured to attain brilliant visual 
qualities. Perhaps most important, when compared to 
marble, the glass was easier to handle, less expensive to 
use, and simpler to install. 

The key to proper preservation and repair of both 
interior and exterior pigmented structural glass is a 
thorough understanding of the original material 
specifications and detailed installation techniques. 
Fortunately, these specifications and techniques remain 
virtually unchanged from their first early 20th century 
application (see fig. 7). 

Exterior Installation 

Essentially, the glass veneer was applied to a dry, smooth, 
and solid masonry or plaster-on-masonry substrate using 
an asphaltic masonry adhesive. Manufacturers 
recommended against affixing the glass directly to wood, 
either lath or paneling. Glass thicknesses of 11 / 32 inch or 
7/ 16 inch were most common for commercial storefronts. 

Shelf angles-18-gauge brass or stainless steel, 3 inch 
square with a 1/ 2 inch leg fastened directly to the masonry 
substrate- were used to provide additional support. 
Inserted along the bottom edge of the panels, they 
supported every second course of glass and were thus 
spaced not more than 3 feet apart. Horizontally, the angles 
were spaced approximately one every 18 inches with at 
least two used for any piece. 

Actual installation involved applying daubs (2 inches to 3 

inches in diameter) of hot asphalt-based mastic adhesive to 
the glass and then attaching the glass directly to the 
substrate. Manufacturers of the mastic recommended 
coverage of about 50 percent of the glass panels. A full 3 
inch width of mastic coverage was recommended around 
detail edges or any holes in the panels. The mastic was 
applied in a molten state after being melted in an electric 
"hot cup." (Hot cups are still manufactured for this 
specific purpose and are made to hold enough mastic for a 
single daub.) 

The next step in the installation procedure was to push 
the glass panel onto the masonry substrate. Every 
horizontal seam and abutment was separated by a 1/ 16 
inch thick adhesive cork tape recessed from the front 
surface by 1/ 8 inch. Vertical edges were kept apart at a 
uniform 1/ 32 inch. In either case, the joint opening was 
then buttered with a joint cement which was colored to 
match the surrounding glass. 

Proper detailing at the edges of the veneer could prolong 
the life of the pigmented structural glass. For example, to 
prevent possible chipping and cracking of the glass where 
it met the sidewalk, a cushion of neoprene or leather was 
provided and the exposed surface then caulked (see fig. 8). 
The side edges of the glass were detailed in a variety of 
methods or the glass simply terminated at the desired 
location with the ends ground smooth (see fig . 9). In either 
case, the edge was secured to the substrate with a mastic 
and the joints or void filled with joint cement or caulking 
compound. Where the edge of the glass abutted another 
material, such as the brickwork of a neighboring 
storefront, the glass was held back 1/ 8 inch to 1/ 4 inch 
from the adjacent material. The gap was usually filled with 
pliable caulk to permit expansion and to prevent moisture 
migration (see figs. 10 and II). 

Interior Installation 

Construction methods and materials were quite similar 
for interior and exterior uses of pigmented structural glass. 
Most interior veneers were the same thickness and 
approximate dimension of those used for exteriors. Minor 
differences did, however, exist. For example, joints 
between the pieces of glass could be reduced to little more 

Fig. 5. Gentlemen's Lounge. Hermitage Hotel. Nashville. Tennessee. 
presents a dynamic visual arrangement of horizontal black and green 
pigmented structural glass panels. Photo: Douglas A . Yorke. Jr. , A I A . 
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Fig. 6. Owners of the Hadley Dean Glass Company Warehouse. SI. Louis. Missouri. preserved the unusual polychrome pigmented structural glass 
interior lobby . Photo: Paul Marshall. 

than hairline cracks for interior applications due to the 
limited thermal expansion of the substrate. On the other 
hand, the use of glass as an indoor ceiling material created 
unusual installation requirements. 

Ceiling slabs 11 / 32 inch in thickness were attached to 
I inch x 4 inch wood furring strips with mastic (a full 4 
inch width coverage was recommended around the edge of 
the panels). Brass wood screws and small rosettes, 
protected with felt exterior covers, provided additional 
support (see fig. 12). 

As a nonveneer material, pigmented structural glass was 
generally used for counter and table tops and restroom 
partitions. Counter tops presented little or no unusual 
installation problems. Partitions, however, often involved 
formidable installation challenges; for example, enormous 
glass panels, weighing up to 16.25 pounds per square foot 
and measuring I inch to 1-1 / 4 inches in thickness were 
used . The desired thickness was obtained by cementing two 
7/ 16 inch slabs together with mastic. To accommodate this 
heavy yet fragile load, a reinforced support and connection 
system was developed which utilized metal sleeves, iron 
anchors, and steel straps bolted directly into the glass 
panels. 

Reasons for Damage 
Although deterioration of pigmented structural glass itself 
is rare or unheard of, failure of the mechanical support 
system which bonds the glass modules to the wall is almost 
always the cause of failure, cracking, slipping, or loss. 
Therefore, damage is usually attributable to one or a 
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combination of the following: 

• Deterioration of the Joint Cement 
• Hardening and Failure of the Mastic Adhesive 
• Impact Due to Accident / Vandalism 

Deterioration of the Joint Cement 

Historically, the cement joint between glass panels was 
intended to provide an integrated, watertight surface. 
Unfortunately, the traditional joint cement did not possess 
a long lifespan. Cracked or open joints have been the 
consequence, usually resulting from improper original 
application of the cement or from the normal thermal 
expansion and contraction cycle associated with 

substrate -~k:llUm glass 

joint 
cement 

cork 
tape 

mast ic 

11:0111111-- glass 

shelf angle 

. 1J1IIII-- joint cement 

Basic exterior construction details (Owgs: D. Beals for BUIlding ConservaCion TKhnologyl 

Fig. 7. In the installation process. hot asphaltic mastic was applied to 
the ribbed or textured back of each glass panel. The panel was then 
pressed against a masonry wall and supported by metal shelf angles which 
were usually bolted to the masonry substrate on 3-foot centers. The joints 
between the panels were filled with cork tape or joint cement. The end 
result was a modular veneer of clean. uniform glass panels. Courtesy. 
Bulletin for the Association for Preservation Technology. 13 (/981). 
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mastic 

Sections at sidewalk level. 

Fig. 8. Courtesy, Bulletin for the Association for Preservation 
Technology, 13 (1981). 

weathering. Cracked or open cement JOlnts then 
accelerated deterioration of the masonry substrate and / or 
the mastic adhesive bond by allowing water to penetrate 
the internal system. Water entering the system weakened 
the bond between the mastic and the masonry substrate or 
rusted the anchoring shelves. This caused the individual 
glass panels to gradually slip away from their original 
positions and fall. 

Hardening and Failure of Mastic Adhesive 

Failure due to long-term hardening of the original mastic 
adhesive has accounted for a substantial loss of pigmented 
structural glass panels. The petroleum-based mastics 
normally possessed a 30 to 40 year lifespan. Once 
flexibility of the adhesive is lost, the glass panels become 
vulnerable to slippage and eventual destruction (see 
fig. 13). 

Impact Due to Accident / Vandalism 

Glass breakage through impact is virtually impossible to 
prevent. The material is, by its nature, vulnerable to loss 
through vandalism or accident (see fig. 14). 

Maintenance and Repair of Pigmented 
Structural Glass 
The maintenance of a dry masonry substrate, mastic, and 
metal anchors is essential to the longevity of a pigmented 
structural glass veneer. Thus, repointing cracked or open 
joints- particularly at ground level where glass abuts 
concrete-and caulking of slightly cracked glass panels is 
an ongoing concern. Where drainage to conduct water 
away from the wall is faulty or insufficient, the problem 
should be immediately corrected. For example, roof 
flashing, downspouts, and gutters should be repaired or 
new systems installed. 

Mitered Bullnose Square 

('(tenor corners. 

Fig. 9. Courtesy, Bulletin for the Association for Preservation 
Technology, 13 (1981). 

adjoining building pointing 
('1 .. ' minimum) 

Termination details. 

Fig. 10. Courtesy, Bulletin for the Association for Preservation 
Technology, 13 (1981). 

Repair of Cement Joints 

Cracked or open cement joints, particularly in exterior 
applications, can present a serious preservation problem 
because they permit water to penetrate the internal system 
of a pigmented structural glass veneer. Rusting metal 
anchors or deteriorating mastic adhesive may be the result. 
Although the traditional joint cements are easily colored 
and may be neatly applied, they are no longer 
recommended for the repair of pigmented structural glass 
because their longevity is limited. Present-day silicone 
compounds, on the other hand, offer flexibility, relative 
impermeability to moisture, ease of installation, and a long 
lifespan. The proper color match can be obtained by 
mixing the compound with tinted polyester resins. 

Patching Glass Cracks 

Any glass panel that can be repaired should not be 
replaced. Thus, the decision to repair or replace damaged 
historic pigmented structural glass panels always needs to 
be made on a case-by-case basis. In many instances, the 
damage may be so minor or the likelihood of finding 
suitable replacement glass panels so small that repairing, 
reanchoring, and / or stabilizing the damaged glass is the 
only prudent choice. 

A slightly chipped or cracked pigmented structural glass 
panel left unrepaired will inevitably become a source of 
water infiltration. Careful patching of those cracks with an 
appropriately colored, flexible caulk will deter moisture 
penetration while still allowing expansion and contraction 
with temperature fluctuations. Although patching is by no 
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Fig. II . Courtesy, Bulletin for the Association for Preservation 
Technology, 13 (1981). 

means a permanent solution, it will help to protect the 
material from further damage due to the effects of weather 
(see fig. 15). 

Removal of Pigmented 
Structural Glass Panels 

Removal of existing glass panels from a wall in order to 
reapply mastic adhesive that is failing or to replace broken 
panels (see also paragraphs on "Replacement of . 
Damaged/ Missing Glass Panels") is an exacting operatIOn 
because the mastic used to attach the glass panels to the 
wall may have become hard and extremely difficult to 
separate from the ribbed backing of the glass. Fortunately, 
commercial solvents may be purchased which are capable 
of softening the hardened mastic, such as methyl ethyl 
ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone, and acetone. These 
solvents may be introduced into the cavity behind the glass 
with a crook-necked polyethylene laboratory squeeze bottle 
or a large syringe without a needle. (Solvents should be 
stored in fire-safe metal containers until used and should 
also be handled with extreme care so that they do not 
come into contact with the skin.) Such methods make it 
easy to direct the solvent into the narrow separation 
between the glass panel and the wall with a minimum of 
waste and effort. After the mastic has softened, two people 
using a taut piano wire sawing down from the top can 
safely and efficiently separate the glass from the wal~. 

If time is a concern, a fast, simple removal method 1S to 
carefully pry the panels off with a broad flat tool such as a 
nail puller. A small piece of wood placed between the flat 
tool and glass will minimize splintering of the edges. 
Stubborn pieces can be removed by squirting the mastic 
with a solvent (as described above), then letting it set 
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Fig. 12. Courtesy, Bulletin for the Association for Preservation 
Technology, 13 (1981). 

Fig. 13. The pigmented structural glass panel has separated and fallen, 
exposing the substrate and hardened, brittle daubs of mastic. Photo: 
Douglas A. Yorke, Jr. , AlA. 

several minutes. This procedure softens the mastic, making 
it more pliable. The piano wire / sawing method may be 
useful in removing the topmost glass panels of a 
continuous face where no edges occur. The wire can be 
effectively worked into the joints and will cut through the 
mastic. With care, a high percentage of the glass panels 
can be salvaged using this method (see fig. 16). 

Another method of removing glass panels that has 
proven to be effective if the solvent-and-wire method 
cannot be used, involves directing steam at the face of the 
panel in order to soften the mastic. Although this method 
can be time-consuming, averaging up to lO minutes per 
panel, the glass can be successfully removed. Remaining 
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Fig. 14. The vast majority of damaged pigmented structural glass panels 
are found at ground level, the result of vandalism or improper caulking 
between the glass panel and the concrete sidewalk . Photo: Thomas 
Keohan. 
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Fig. 15. Owners of this small barber shop, Denver, Colorado. have 
successfully preserved the historic character of their pigmented structural 
glass storefront by patching the cracked panels with a dark caulking 
compound. Photo: Gregory D. Kendrick . 

mastic may then be removed by directing additional steam 
on the panel, soaking the panels in hot water to further 
soften the mastic-or applying appropriate chemical 
solvents- and scraping off the softened mastic. 

Reinstallation of Glass Panels 

Due to an accumulation of soot behind the glass, the 
surface of the masonry substrate usually needs to be 
cleaned before panels or a wall of pigmented structural 
glass are reinstalled. After removal of the glass panels has 
been completed, the substrate should be cleaned using a 
mild detergent and water, then allowing sufficient time for 
it to dry. The old glass must also be thoroughly cleaned of 
soot, grease, or old mastic that would impair bonding of 
the new adhesive. A mild solution of water and household 
ammonia will generally clean the surface adequately. The 
glass may then be reinstalled following a system 
established during removal. 

In reinstalling the glass panels (or new panels to replace 
any historic glass that has been broken), it is recommended 
that the mastic adhesive used throughout the 1930s and 
1940s be used, because it is still the best bonding material. 
Although modern silicone compounds offer workability, 
adhesion, and flexibility, they tend to be expensive when 
used in the necessary quantity. On the other hand, butyl 
adhesives do not provide sufficient adhesion on non
porous materials such as pigmented structural glass. 
Polysulfide-based, synthetic rubber sealants do not have 
the short set-up time of the traditional hot-melt asphalt 
mastic and thus present installation difficulties. Finally, 
epoxies do not appear to have the plasticity essential for 
longevity of a glass veneer. 

Replacement of Damaged/ Missing Glass Panels 
Production of pigmented structural glass in the United 
States ceased several years ago, and only in rare cases have 
inventories been discovered. Yet, checking all the obvious 
and not so obvious sources for replacement may prove to 
be rewarding. Occasionally, long established "jobbers" will 
have a limited supply of pigmented structural glass. It is 
not uncommon for glass contractors to buy entire stocks 
of glass when companies or supply houses go out of 
business and to use this original material to make repairs 
on historic buildings. 

Locating a source for new glass similar to the historic 
pigmented structural glass is as much of a problem as 
finding the original glass. Until about lO years ago, glass 
companies near Bavaria in Western Germany were 
producing a pigmented structural glass called "Detopak." 
At present, these factories appear to be the only suppliers 
in the world. The glass is made in small batches, and the 
color can vary due to the lack of modern mechanization in 
the pigmenting process. For this reason, American 
importers generally only deal in white and black glass. 

If a satisfactory replacement panel cannot be located, 
one alternative is to remove a piece of glass from an 
inconspicuous part of the building and position it on the 
more prominent facade. Modern spandrel glass, a new 
substitute material described below, may be considered as 
a replacement for the less visible area. 

Substitute Material for Damaged/ Missing Glass 
Panels 
If replacement glass cannot be found to replace broken or 
missing panels, a compatible substitute material may be 
considered if it conveys the same visual appearance as the 
historic material, i.e., color, size, and reflectivity. Two of 
the historic producers of pigmented structural glass now 
manufacture a similar product known generically as 

Fig. 16. A worker carefully removes a large glass panel by placing a 
small piece of wood between a flat pry ing bar and the glass. then exerting 
steady pressure. The majority of panels were removed without damage 
using this procedure. Photo: Thomas Keohan . 
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"spandrel glass" and marketed under the trade names of 
Spandrelite and Vitrolux. This heavy plate glass has a 
ceramic frit or colored ceramic surface fired to the back of 
the glass. Stock colors are available in a range of grays, 
browns, bronzes, and black. Custom colors are also 
available. 

A second option simulates the appearance of pigmented 
structural glass by spraying paint, carefully tinted to match 
the historic glass, onto the back of plate glass. However, 
the paint may fade over a long period of time and thus 
require periodic reapplication. 

Sheet plastics may also be used and are available in a 
range of colors, sizes, and thicknesses. These materials are 
more suitable for interior applications, however, where the 
negative effects of ultra-violet light are lessened. 

Conclusion 
The preservation of pigmented structural glass remains more 
a materials issue than a detailing pro blem. The glass panels 
were and are extremely susceptible to breakage due to 
accident or vandalism. In addition, many of the historic 
installation materials such as the mastic adhesive and joint 
cement did not possess a long lifespan. Periodic maintenance, 
inspection, careful repair, and selective replacement- in like 
kind- are essential for the longevity of any historic pigmented 
structural glass veneer. 

Even though the architectural glass industry has 
continued to expand its production of different types of 
glazing, the imaginative innovations of Carrara Glass, Sani 
Oxyx, and Vitrolite in the early part of this century have 
not been surpassed. New technology, combined with 
human artistry, produced exteriors and interiors alive with 
color and dimension. Glittering movie palaces, sparkling 
restaurants, and streamlined storefronts as well as the 
more mundane kitchens, restrooms, and laboratories 
exemplified the extensive variety and potential of 
pigmented structural glass. Carrara Glass, Sani Onyx, and 
Vitrolite were integrally linked to the architecture and 
interior design of the 1930s and 1940s and helped to define 
what was "modern." Thus, every effort should be made to 
preserve this significant historic material in both the 
innovative buildings of the Art Deco, Streamline, and 
Moderne styles as well as the "modernization" of earlier 
structures. 

This Preservation Brief is partially adapted from an article entitled 
"Material Conservation for the Twentieth Century: The Case for 
Structural Glass," written by Douglas A. Yorke, Jr., AlA, which 
appeared in the Bulletin for the Association for Preservation Technology. 
13 (1981), and from an unpublished- manuscript by Thomas L. Hensley of 
the National Park Service. Preservation Brief 12 was edited by Gregory 
D. Kendrick, Historian, under the technical editorship of de Teel 
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Patterson Tiller, both of the Rocky Mountain Regional Office, National 
Park Service. We wish to thank Mr. Yorke for permission to use his 
article and photographic material. Finally, we want to acknowledge 
Thomas G. Keohan, Field Representative, Mountains / Plains Regional 
Office, National Trust for Historic Preservation for donating photographs 
and assistance to this project. 

Comments on the usefulness of this information are welcomed and 
should be sent to Lee H. Nelson, AlA, Chief, Preservation Assistance 
Division, National Park Service, Department of the Interior. This 
publication is not copyrighted and can be reproduced without penalty. 
Normal procedures for credit to the authors and the National Park 
Service are appreciated . 
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